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Chanel opens  Coco Gaming Club in Paris . Image credit: Chanel

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

French fashion label Chanel is combining gaming arcades, makeup testing and musical performances in a summer
pop-up.

Debuting at the flagship Galeries Lafayette store in Paris on June 21, Chanel's Coco Game Club appeals to beauty
fans, music lovers and gamers alike. The rooftop pop-up shop is continuing Chanel's Coco push for its cosmetics.

Gaming with Coco
Chanel is offering on-hand personnel to assist guests with makeup tutorials and makeovers with its Rogue Coco
collection.

The pop-up shop is inspired by arcades and also provides a series of musical performances from French artists
such as Her and L'Impratrice. New talent will also be featured such as musicians Findlay, Kazy Lambist and Mai
Lan and DJs Bon Entendeur, French 79 and Anja Sugar.

Coco Game Club will only be open to the public from 12:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. for four days until June 24. From June 21 to
June 23, it will turn to an invite-only party after 8:30 p.m.
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Chanel's Rouge Coco Gloss collection. Image credit: Chanel

Chanel also recently transported consumers to another place and time to delve into the inspiration behind its
founder's trailblazing designs.

The 22nd chapter of the brand's Inside Chanel series centers on Deauville, France, the coastal resort that influenced
Gabrielle "Coco" Chanel's freeing take on fashion. Inside Chanel offers snapshots of the brand's history, explaining
the origins of house codes and philosophies through film (see story).
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